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Invisible ψ and Υ decays into light neutralinos, within the MSSM or N(n)MSSM, are smaller
than for νν¯ production, even if light spin-0 particles are coupled to quarks and neutralinos. In a
more general way, light dark matter particles are normally forbidden, unless they can annihilate
sufficiently through a new interaction stronger than weak interactions (at lower energies), as
induced by a light spin-1 U boson, or heavy-fermion exchanges in the case of scalar dark matter.
We discuss the possible contributions of U -boson, heavy-fermion, or spin-0 exchanges to invisible
ψ and Υ decays.
U -exchanges could lead, but not necessarily, to significant branching fractions for invisible decays
into light dark matter. We show how one can get the correct relic density together with sufficiently
small invisible branching fractions, and the resulting constraints on the U couplings to ordinary
particles and dark matter, in particular | cχ fbV | < 5 10−3 from Υ decays, for 2mχ smaller than a
few GeV. We also explain why there is no model-independent way to predict ψ and Υ branching
fractions into light dark matter, from dark matter annihilation cross sections at freeze-out time.
PACS numbers: 12.60.-i 12.60.Cn 13.20.Gd 14.70.Pw 14.80.-j 95.35.+d LPTENS/09-33
I. NEW PARTICLES IN INVISIBLE ψ AND Υ
DECAYS.
The nature of dark matter is one of the most chal-
lenging issues facing physics. Observation of standard
model (SM) particles coupling to invisible final states,
as searched for recently in Υ decays [1], might provide
information on new neutral particles such as photinos or
neutralinos and very light gravitinos, and candidate dark
matter constituents [2–4]. In the standard model, invisi-
ble decays of the Υ(1S) proceed by b b¯ annihilation into
a νν¯ pair, with a branching fraction [3]
B (Υ(1S) → ν ν¯) ≃ 10−5 , (1)
well below the current experimental sensitivity [1]. How-
ever, low-mass dark matter candidates could couple
through stronger-than-weak interactions to SM particles,
and possibly enhance the invisible branching fraction of
the Υ(1S) to the level of ≈ 10−5 to 10−2 [3, 4], in con-
trast with weakly-interacting particles, as indicated by
(1). A new light boson U associated with the gauging
of an extra-U(1) symmetry, as considered long ago in
[5], may play a crucial role as a mediator of such a new
interaction.
Upper limits on the invisible Υ branching fraction
have been obtained long ago by CLEO [6] and ARGUS
[7], already having in mind the search for new weakly-
interacting particles such as photinos and very light grav-
itinos, as in invisible ψ decays [2]. These limits (7 10−3
for ψ, 5 10−2 then 2.3 10−2 for Υ) are obtained by
looking for{
ψ (2S) → π+ π− ψ (1S) →֒ invisible ,
Υ(3S), or Υ(2S) → π+ π− Υ(1S) →֒ invisible ,
(2)
which provide signatures for the production and invisible
decays of ψ and Υ.
The Υ bounds have been improved by Belle and CLEO
[8, 9], and recently BABAR [1], down to
B (Υ(1S) → invisible ) < 3 10−4 , (3)
at the 90% c.l. . We also have, from BES II [10],
B (ψ(1S) → invisible ) < 7.2 10−4 . (4)
Although the present paper is in general formulated with
the Υ, the analysis applies to invisible ψ decays as well.
What can we learn about the light neutral particles
that could be produced ? We shall discuss possible invis-
ible decays of the Υ, and at first into light neutralinos
within the MSSM or N(n)MSSM (cf. Sec. II). They are
significantly smaller than for Υ(1S) → νν¯, even in the
presence of light spin-0 particles coupling directly quarks
to neutralinos.
We shall also discuss, in a more general way, invisible
decays of ψ and Υ into light dark matter particles (of
mass < mψ/2 or mΥ/2) [3, 4], which could be much
more strongly coupled to ordinary particles than through
ordinary weak interactions, possibly leading to significant
invisible ψ and Υ branching fractions.
2Indeed, light dark matter (LDM) particles [11, 12] are
normally required to annihilate through a new interaction
stronger than weak interactions (at least at lower ener-
gies), otherwise their relic density would be too large. Is
this compatible with the new experimental bounds [1, 10]
on invisible ψ and Υ decays ? This is part of the more
general question [4, 12, 13]: how can we have a new in-
teraction stronger than weak interactions, responsible for
sufficient annihilations of LDM particles in the early Uni-
verse, and at the same time how could it remain unno-
ticed if it is stronger than weak interactions ? Indeed this
stronger-than-weak feature cannot persist up to high en-
ergies, especially with (production, annihilation or inter-
action) cross sections increasing like s, without getting
in conflict with experimental results.
The apparent contradiction is solved for an interac-
tion mediated by a new light neutral boson with small
couplings to quarks and leptons, such as the light spin-1
U boson [5] introduced and discussed long ago, associ-
ated with the gauging of an extra-U(1) symmetry. An-
other possibility, for spin-0 dark matter particles, is ob-
tained for interactions mediated by heavy-fermion ex-
changes [11], which may also allow for sufficient anni-
hilations of light dark matter in the early Universe. We
shall also discuss (in Sec. II) light spin-0 exchanges, which
do not contribute to invisible ψ and Υ decays, both in
the N(n)MSSM and in a more general way.
The choice is thus, for the production of light dark
matter particles in invisible ψ and Υ decays, between
a new neutral current and new heavy fermions , (5)
or both (reminding us of the early days of gauge theo-
ries, before the discovery of the weak neutral current cou-
pled to the Z). We shall discuss in Sec. III the possible
production of scalar dark matter through heavy-fermion
exchanges, according to
Υ
bM−→ ϕ ϕ¯ . (6)
We shall then concentrate, in Secs. IV and V, on U -in-
duced reactions, discussing the implications of the exper-
imental limit (3) on the couplings of the light U boson
that may be responsible for Υ annihilations into light
spin- 1
2
(χ) or spin-0 (ϕ) dark matter particles:
Υ
U→ χχ (or ϕ ϕ¯ or χ χ¯) , (7)
at
√
s = mΥ [4]. This U allows for the correct relic
density of light dark matter particles [11, 12], by inducing
sufficient annihilations in the early Universe,
χχ (or ϕ ϕ¯ or χ χ¯)
U→ f f¯ , (8)
at lower values of the energy,
√
s ≃ 2mχ (or 2mϕ).
Finally we shall discuss in Sec. VI whether it makes
sense to attempt predicting, in a model-independent way,
ψ and Υ invisible branching fractions into dark matter,
from dark-matter annihilation cross sections at freeze-
out time; and consider briefly, in Sec. VII, possible non-
perturbative effects associated with light U exchanges.
II. INVISIBLE DECAYS INTO NEUTRINOS,
AND NEUTRALINOS (OR GRAVITINOS, ... ).
A. Standard decays into neutrinos.
The expected Υ decay rate into neutrinos (1), which
involves the vector part in the weak neutral current JZ =
J3 − sin2 θ Jem of the b quark, is obtained from
B(Υ→ νν¯)
B(Υ→ e+e−) ≃
3
2
(
1
2
(− 1
4
+ 1
3
sin2 θ) (g2 + g′2)/m2Z
− e2
3
/m2Υ
)2
≃ 27 G
2
F m
4
Υ
64 π2 α2
(−1 + 4
3
sin2 θ)2 ≃ 4 10−4 ,
(9)
with B(Υ → e+e−) ≃ 2.4 % or possibly 2.5 %. The
smallness of the resulting B(Υ → νν¯) ≃ 10−5 reflects
the smallness of (mΥ/mZ)
4 ≈ 10−4 [3, 14].
In a similar way,
B(ψ → νν¯)
B(ψ → e+e−) ≃
3
2
(
1
2
(1
4
− 2
3
sin2 θ) (g2 + g′2)/m2Z
2 e2
3
/m2Υ
)2
≃ 27 G
2
F m
4
ψ
256 π2 α2
(1− 8
3
sin2 θ)2 ≃ 4 10−7 ,
(10)
the precise value depending on how renormalisation ef-
fects are taken into account. With B (ψ→e+e−) ≃ 6 %
this leads to a very small B (ψ → νν¯) ≃ (2 to 3) 10−8
[2, 14], well below present experimental sensitivity [10].
B. Decays into light neutralinos,
in the MSSM or N(n)MSSM.
Υ
{ χ
χ
b˜
b
b¯
+
χ
χ
b˜
b
b¯
χ
χ
b
b¯
Z
FIG. 1: Υ decay into light neutralinos, induced by squark or
Z exchanges (ignoring a possible U contribution as in Fig. 6).
The branching fraction for the pair-production of light
neutralinos by squark or Z exchanges (Fig. 1) is also ex-
pected to be small. The amplitudes involving the ex-
changes of the two spin-0 squarks b˜ (Fig. 1) are induced
in the local limit approximation by
b¯ γµ b χ¯ γµγ5χ (11)
4-fermion effective interactions proportional to 1/m2
b˜
[15],
in a way which depends on the composition (gaugino/
3higgsino) of the neutralino χ considered, and of the mass
matrix of the two squark fields b˜L and b˜R . Indeed as
Υ has the same quantum numbers 1−− as the photon,
the b¯ γµγ5 b, b¯ b and b¯γ5b operators, which have C = + ,
cannot contribute to the decay, nor b¯ σµν b (which has
C = −) as χ¯ σµνχ vanishes identically for a Majorana
χ, as for χ¯ γµχ .
These amplitudes may be easily compared with the Z
amplitudes for Υ→ νν¯. They are very small for the two
b˜ >∼ 100 GeV, corresponding to an invisible branching
fraction into χχ of less than 5 10−8 [16] [31]. This leaves
us with the Z amplitude, to be discussed soon.
But what about possible contributions from the ex-
changes of neutral spin-0 particles ? The question arises
especially as neutral particles such as a pseudoscalar a
or scalar h (with b¯ γ5 b or b¯ b couplings to the b quark)
could be light when the MSSM is extended to include a
singlet S with a λ H1H2 S trilinear superpotential term
[18], in connection with associated global U(1) symme-
tries of 2-Higgs-doublet models, which may be almost-
spontaneously broken [19, 20]. Such light spin-0 parti-
cles might conceivably induce relatively large Υ → χχ
invisible decay amplitudes.
Υ


χ
χ
b
b¯
a, h, ...
≡ 0
FIG. 2: Invisible decay Υ → χχ that might be induced by
a or h, ... . These amplitudes vanish identically, as for Dirac
(Υ → χ χ¯) or spin-0 (Υ → ϕ ϕ¯) dark matter particles.
The production of identical spin-0 particles, Υ → ϕϕ, is
forbidden by Bose statistics.
But Υ→ χχ cannot proceed through the virtual pro-
duction of a spin-0 boson with pseudoscalar or scalar cou-
plings to b¯ γ5 b or b¯ b. The b b¯ annihilation of the Υ, a
C = − state, can only occur (independently of the fact
that C may be conserved or not in the decay) through a
C = − hadronic operator such as the quark vector cur-
rent b¯ γµ b, but not the axial current b¯ γµγ5 b, nor b¯ γ5 b
or b¯ b, which all have C = + . We thus always have
A
(
Υ
spin-0
(a, h, ...)−→ χ χ ) = 0 , (12)
as represented in Fig. 2.
One remains, in the MSSM as well as in the N or
nMSSM, with the virtual-Z amplitude for Υ → χχ
(Fig. 1). The Z does not couple to neutral gauginos,
only to higgsinos h˜1
0 and h˜2
0, with opposite signs. With
χ = α1 h˜1
0+ α2 h˜2
0 + ... , the Z coupling (written as
a coupling to a chiral χL) is |α1|2 − |α2|2 times the
Z coupling to an ordinary neutrino νL. This leads to
a contribution to the invisible width of the Υ fixed by
(|α1|2 − |α2|2)2. Its size is experimentally limited as the
neutralino χ should not contribute too much to the invis-
ible decay width of the Z. I.e. conservatively, considering
“Nν” = 2.92 ± .05 from the direct measurement of the
Z invisible width, at most ≃ 10 % of the contribution of
a single neutrino flavor. As a result we get the estimate
B (Υ→ χχ) ≃ (|α1|2 − |α2|2)2 β3 B (Υ→ νeν¯e)
<∼ .1 β3 B (Υ→ νeν¯e) <∼ 3 10−7 .
(13)
(The β3 factor, with β = vχ/c, is associated with the
Majorana character of the neutralino χ, coupled to the
Z through its axial current χ¯ γµγ5 χ.)
This analysis applies as well to invisible ψ decays, lead-
ing to
B (ψ → χχ) <∼ .1 β3 B (ψ → νeν¯e) <∼ 10−9 , (14)
assuming the two squarks c˜ to be somewhat heavier than
≃ 200 GeV so that their contribution is negligible [16].
C. Spin-0 induced decays ?
More generally, could exchanges of light neutral spin-0
particles, as represented in Fig. 2 for neutralinos χ, lead
to significant invisible ψ or Υ branching fractions, in-
dependently of the nature of the dark matter particle ?
As we saw invisible ψ or Υ decays cannot be directly
induced by spin-0 bosons coupled to b¯ γ5 b or b¯ b, since
the b b¯ annihilation can only occur through a C = −
hadronic operator, so that
A (ψ/Υ
spin-0 part.−→ invisible ) = 0 . (15)
This applies independently of the spin of the final par-
ticles, for Majorana or Dirac (Υ → χχ or χ χ¯ ) as well
as spin-0 ones (ϕ ϕ¯). The decay Υ→ ϕϕ into a pair of
identical spin-0 particles, in a L = 1 state, is in any case
forbidden by angular momentum conservation and Bose
statistics, independently of its possible mediator(s). In
particular,
B (ψ/Υ→ pair of self-conj. spin-0 part.) ≡ 0 . (16)
D. Decays into gravitinos + neutralinos.
A spin- 3
2
gravitino, although coupled with gravita-
tional strength (∝ κ = √ 8π GN ≃ 4 10−19 GeV−1),
could still interact “weakly” or even relatively “strongly”
with standard model particles, if it is sufficiently light,
much less than 1 eV [15, 21]. ψ or Υ could then decay
into a gravitino + a photino or neutralino (the latter re-
maining also unobserved if it is light enough). These de-
cays are primarily induced by a virtual photon coupled
4Υ


gravitino
γ˜ (or neutralino)
b
b¯
γ
FIG. 3: Decay Υ→ gravitino + photino (or neutralino) [2, 4].
The amplitude is ∝ κ e/m3/2. The photino or neutralino is
unobserved if sufficiently light, otherwise it can decay into γ
+ gravitino.
to the c or b quark (Fig. 3), having with the gravitino
and photino a non-diagonal q2-dependent charge-like ef-
fective coupling κ q2/(m3/2
√
6) = q2/d . It leads to an
effective pointlike 4-fermion interaction, which could be
large if the gravitino mass m3/2 is really very small. The
branching fractions are obtained in the photino case from
( κ
m3/2
√
6
/ e
m 2
ψ/Υ
)2, independently of the charge 2/3 or
− 1/3 of the annihilating c or b quark, leading to [2, 4]:
B (ψ/Υ→ gravitino+γ˜) ≃ GN m
4
ψ/Υ
3 m 2
3/2
α
B (ψ/Υ→ e+e−) .
(17)
If the photino γ˜ is replaced by a neutralino χ, this
expression should be multiplied by cos2 of the neu-
tralino/photino mixing angle.
The resulting lower limit on the gravitino mass, now
m3/2 > 4.4 10
−7 eV (with light quasistable γ˜) , (18)
from Υ decays, is improved by
√
5 10−2/(3 10−4) ≃
13 over the 3 10−8 eV obtained from a 5 % CLEO
limit in 1984 [4, 6]. We also get, from invisible ψ
decays [10], m3/2 > 4.8 10
−8 eV, improved by ≃√
7 10−3/(7.2 10−4) ≃ 3.1 over the first 1.5 10−8 eV
limit of [2]. These limits, however, are largely super-
seded by those already obtained long ago at higher en-
ergies, e.g. in e+e− annihilations [22], as the associated
gravitino-neutralino production cross sections, increasing
with energy proportionally to s, are easier to detect at
higher energies.
III. DECAYS INTO SCALAR DARK MATTER
THROUGH HEAVY-FERMION EXCHANGES.
A. Invisible decays Υ → ϕ ϕ¯ .
Annihilations of spin-0 light dark matter particles may
also occur through exchanges of new heavy fermions such
as mirror fermions [11]. The dark matter particle ϕ is
a mixing of a singlet and neutral component of an elec-
troweak triplet, so that it is not directly coupled to the
Z boson. The decay
Υ
bM−→ ϕ ϕ¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
invisible
(19)
Υ
{ ϕ
ϕ¯
bM
b
b¯
FIG. 4: Invisible decay into a pair of (non self-conjugate)
spin-0 dark matter particles, induced by a heavy quark bM
[11]. The amplitude, ∝ 1/m 2bM , is expected to be small.
could then be induced by the exchange of a new heavy
quark bM (Fig. 4). The non-diagonal couplings of the
spin-0 dark matter field ϕ to the b quark and its heavy
(mirror) partner bM are given, in terms of the two chiral
Yukawa coupling constants λbL and λbR, by
L = −mbM bM bM + [ϕ† bM (λbL bL+λbR bR)+ h. c.] + ... .
(20)
The exchange of a heavy bM leads in the local limit
approximation mbM ≫ mb, in which
bM =
1
mbM
ϕ† (λbL bL + λbR bR) + ... , (21)
to a dimension-5 effective interaction between b quarks
and dark matter particles, given by
L 5eff = mbM bM bM =
λ ∗bR λbL
mbM
bR bL ϕ
†ϕ + h.c. .
(22)
This operator, however, cannot contribute to invisible
Υ decays, b¯ b and b¯ γ5 b having C = +, unlike Υ [4].
We are then interested, for next-order contributions to
the amplitude, in the (C = −) quark current b¯ γµ b (or
c¯ γµc), effectively coupled to the spin-0 dark matter cur-
rent ϕ† i
↔
∂ µ ϕ, proportionnally to 1/m
2
bM
.
The invisible decay amplitude, vanishing at order
1/mbM , is proportional to 1/m
2
bM
. This contrasts with
ϕ ϕ¯ → f f¯ dark-matter annihilation amplitudes (and
heavy-fermion contributions to lepton anomalous mag-
netic moments). These are proportional to 1/mfM (fM
being the exchanged fermion) in the non-chiral case
where λfL and λfR couplings are both present, as seen
from the formulas involving the fermion f , analogous to
(20,22).
The invisible decay amplitude is thus usually expected
to be very small, at most of the order of weak-interaction
amplitudes for mbM >∼ 100 GeV and Yukawa couplings
<∼ electroweak gauge couplings g and g′.
Even for mqM as low as ≈ 100 GeV, we would need,
to get from heavy bM exchanges a significant Υ → ϕ ϕ¯
branching fraction possibly approaching the experimen-
tal limit (3), rather large Yukawa couplings λb of ϕ to
b and bM , as compared to g and g
′, corresponding to a
5stronger-than-weak interaction at
√
s ≃ mΥ. But analo-
gous Yukawa couplings to charged leptons (λl) or light
quarks (λq) of similar size would tend to lead to exces-
sively large effects in e+e− scatterings ( e+e− → γ ϕ ϕ¯ ),
anomalous magnetic moments of charged leptons, with
large contributions [11]
δal ≃ ℜ (λ
∗
lR λlL)
16 π2
ml
mlM
, (23)
K+ → π+ ϕ ϕ¯ , ... .
The residual invisible Υ decay amplitude, proportional
to 1/m 2bM , may be estimated from the relevant part in
the heavy bM propagator, q/ /(q
2 −m 2bM ), replacing the
virtual momentum q = 1
2
(p1−k1)− 12 (p2−k2) by 12 (k2−
k1) (as the terms proportional to p/1 (b) and p/2 (b¯) lead
again to C-even operators which do not contribute). This
leads to the dimension-6 operator,
( |λbL|2 b¯L γµ bL + |λbR|2 b¯R γµ bR ) ϕ† i ↔∂ µ ϕ
2m 2bM
, (24)
in which we retain the (C-odd) b¯ γµb contribution
|λbL|2 + |λbR|2
2
1
2
b¯ γµ b
ϕ† i
↔
∂ µ ϕ
m 2bM
. (25)
Comparing with Υ→ e+e−, given by
e2
3
b¯ γµ b
e¯ γµ e
m 2Υ
, (26)
we get
B (Υ→ ϕ ϕ¯ )
B (Υ→ e+e− ) ≃
( |λbL|2 + |λbR|2
2
3
2 e2
)2
m 4Υ
m 4bM
1
4
β3
≃ .536 10−2
( |λbL|2 + |λbR|2
2
)2
(100 GeV)4
m 4bM
β3 .
(27)
1
4
β3 is associated with the pair-production of spin-0
particles, as compared to massless spin- 1
2
Dirac ones,
with β =
vϕ
c =
(
1− 4m
2
ϕ
m2
Υ
)1/2
.
With leptonic branching fractions of Υ of about (2.38±
.11)%, (2.48±.05)% and (2.60±.10)% for e+e−, µ+µ−
and τ+τ−, respectively, and choosing to use the value
≃ 2.48 % to evaluate the invisible branching fraction (27),
we get
B (Υ→ ϕ ϕ¯ ) ≃
1.33 10−4
( |λbL|2 + |λbR|2
2
)2
(100 GeV)4
m 4bM
β3.
(28)
To get an upper bound on the Yukawa couplings, how-
ever, we may use ≃ 2.38 % but as a lower bound on the
branching fraction into e+e−, the 1.33 in (28) getting
replaced by about 1.275. This leads to√
|λbL|2 + |λbR|2
2
<
9.4 [ lim (Binv(Υ)) ]
1/4 mbM
100 GeV
(
1− 4m
2
ϕ
m2Υ
)− 3/8
,
(29)
i.e., for Binv(Υ) < 3 10
−4 [1],√
|λbL|2 + |λbR|2
2
< 1.24
(
1− 4m
2
ϕ
m2Υ
)− 3/8
︸ ︷︷ ︸
< 1.5 for mϕ < 3 GeV
mbM
100 GeV
,
(30)
assuming it makes sense to consider such large values of
the Yukawa couplings. This upper bound is in agreement
with the one obtained in [23] from a similar analysis of
Υ decays into scalar dark matter particles.
These invisible decays into scalar dark matter induced
by heavy-fermion exchanges are likely to remain unacces-
sible, due to the smaller expected values of the Yukawa
couplings. We may then turn to the radiative decays [4]
Υ
bM−→ γ ϕ ϕ¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
invisible
, (31)
which may be induced by the effective dimension-5 oper-
ator (22), with a branching fraction ∝ α |λ∗bR λbL|2 m 2Υ/
m 2bM (to be compared, for example, with a branching
fraction into γ π+π− of about 6 10−5). We would need,
again, rather large values of the Yukawa couplings for this
branching fraction into γ+ invisible to be significant, as
also discussed in [23].
B. Invisible decays ψ → ϕ ϕ¯ .
For invisible ψ decays we have, in a similar way,
B (ψ → ϕ ϕ¯ )
B (ψ → e+e− ) ≃
( |λcL|2 + |λcR|2
2
3
4 e2
)2 m 4ψ
m 4cM
1
4
β3
≃ 1.54 10−5
( |λcL|2 + |λcR|2
2
)2
(100 GeV)4
m 4cM
β3 .
(32)
With B (ψ → e+e−) ≃ 5.94 % we obtain
B (ψ → ϕ ϕ¯ ) ≃
.91 10−6
( |λcL|2 + |λcR|2
2
)2
(100 GeV)4
m 4cM
β3 ,
(33)
6leading to√
|λcL|2 + |λcR|2
2
<
32 [ lim (Binv(ψ)) ]
1/4
(
1− 4m
2
ϕ
m2
ψ
)− 3/8
mcM
100 GeV
.
(34)
From the experimental limit 7.2 10−4 [10] we get√
|λcL|2 + |λcR|2
2
< 5.3
(
1− 4m
2
ϕ
m2Υ
)− 3/8
mcM
100 GeV
.
(35)
This mainly indicates that quite large Yukawa couplings
would be required to get from heavy-fermion exchanges a
significant branching fraction of ψ into scalar dark mat-
ter.
IV. U-INDUCED DECAYS OF ψ AND Υ.
A. The U as mediator of a new interaction.
We now turn again to the situation, that we consider
more promising, of production and annihilation reactions
induced by the light spin-1 U boson, as represented later
in Figs. 6 and 7.
Υ


b
b¯
γ
U
+
b
b¯
γ
U
FIG. 5: The decay Υ → γ U [5, 20], induced by the axial
coupling fbA of the b quark.
Meanwhile we recall that the U may be directly pro-
duced in radiative ψ and Υ decays, ψ → γ U and
Υ→ γ U , through its axial couplings to quarks fcA and
fbA, as shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding rates may
be sufficiently small, a light U behaving very much as
an equivalent pseudoscalar, linear combination of dou-
blet (interacting) and singlet (essentially “inert”) com-
ponents [5, 24]. Upper limits on the production of a
monochromatic photon + invisible particles (or a µ+µ−
pair, etc.), lead to strong upper limits on these axial cou-
plings [13, 20], e.g. from the radiative production of in-
visibly decaying light U bosons,{ |fbA| < 4 10−7 mU (MeV)/√Binv(U) ,
|fcA| < 1.5 10−6 mU (MeV)/
√
Binv(U) .
(36)
The vector couplings fcV and fbV , on the other hand,
may induce invisible ψ and Υ decays into light dark
matter particles (Fig. 6), possibly at a significant rate, as
we now discuss.
B. Invisible branching fractions.
If we take aside the possibility of large Yukawa cou-
plings of scalar dark matter to the b and c quarks, dis-
cussed in Sec. III, invisible Υ and ψ decays only give
significant new information on possible decays into light
dark matter particles induced by a new (light) spin-1 U
boson with vector couplings to quarks, as illustrated in
Fig. 6 [3, 4, 11, 12]. Decays into νν¯ and χχ are induced
by the vector parts in the Z and U currents, involving
the same quark current b¯ γµb , or c¯ γµc . The Υ branch-
ing fraction into light dark matter particles is given [4],
for a spin- 1
2
Majorana χ with an axial coupling cχ/2 to
the U boson (corresponding for a nearly massless χ to a
coupling cχ to χL), by
B (Υ→ χχ)
B (Υ→ e+e−) ≃
1
2
β3
(
cχ fbV
e2/3
)2
1(
1− m 2U
m 2
Υ
)2 .
(37)
Υ


χ
χ
b
b¯
U


invisible
FIG. 6: Υ decay into light dark matter particles, induced by a
U boson [5] with vector couplings to b [3, 4]. This applies to
spin-0 or spin- 1
2
Majorana or Dirac particles [11, 12], Υ →
ϕϕ¯, χχ or χχ¯. The amplitude is ∝ cχ fbV /(m 2Υ − m 2U ),
compared to e2/(3m2Υ) for Υ→ e+e−.
With β =
vχ
c =
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2
Υ
)1/2
, and using as before
B (Υ→ e+e−) ≃ 2.48 %, we get in the Majorana case
B (Υ→ χχ) ≃ 13.3 (cχ fbV )2
(
1− 4m2χ
m2
Υ
)3/2
(
1− m 2U
m 2
Υ
)2 , (38)
i.e.
B (Υ→ χχ) ≃ 13.3 (cχ fbV )2 [β3 ] (39)
for a light U compared to mΥ. This allows in principle
for relatively large (or on the other hand very small !)
values of the invisible branching fraction into LDM par-
ticles. This is also compatible with an appropriate value
of the annihilation cross section of these light dark mat-
ter particles [12], as discussed more in Secs. V and VI.
We get, for mU and 2mχ small compared to mΥ,
B (Υ→ χχ) ≃ 1.33 10−3
(
cχ fcV
10−2
)2
, (40)
|cχ fbV | ≃ 10−2, in particular, being now excluded by (3).
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B (ψ → χχ)
B (ψ → e+e−) ≃
1
2
β3
(
cχ fbV
2 e2/3
)2
1(
1− m 2U
m 2
ψ
)2 ,
(41)
leading for a light U , with a Υ branching fraction into
e+e− of (5.94± 0.06) %, to
B (ψ → χχ) ≃ 8 (cχ fbV )2 [ β ]3 , (42)
i.e.
B (ψ → χχ) ≃ 8 10−4
(
cχ fcV
10−2
)2
, (43)
for mU and 2mχ small compared to mψ.
This also applies to the pair-production of non-self-
conjugate spin-0 or spin- 1
2
particles, with the replace-
ments in (37) [4]
1
2
β3 Majorana →

1
4
β3 : spin-0,
β3 : Dirac, axial,
3
2
β − 1
2
β3 : Dirac, vector,
(44)
so that (40,43) are replaced, for light spin-0 particles, by
B (Υ→ ϕ ϕ¯) ≃ 6.6 10−4
(
cχ fbV
10−2
)2
,
B (ψ → ϕ ϕ¯) ≃ 4 10−4
(
cχ fbV
10−2
)2
,
(45)
and 4 times as much, for light spin- 1
2
Dirac particles.
C. Limits on U couplings
The Υ branching fraction (38) (but now estimated
with an electronic branching fraction of 2.38% to get
an upper limit, which leads to replace 13.3 by 12.7) leads
to
| cχ fbV | < .28
√
lim (Binv)
∣∣∣∣ 1− m 2Um 2Υ
∣∣∣∣
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2Υ
)−3/4
,
(46)
which simplifies into
| cχ fbV | < e
2
√
2
3
(
lim (Binv)
Bee
) 1
2
≃ .28
√
lim (Binv)
(47)
for χ and U light compared to Υ. From the BABAR
limit 3 10−4 [1] we get
| cχ fbV | < 5 10−3 (for mU , 2mχ <∼ 2 GeV) ,
(48)
still approximately valid for 2mχ and mU smaller than
≃ mΥ/2 (and which may even be used up to mU ≃
13 GeV although it overestimates the limit for mU in
the vicinity of mΥ). As in the very light gravitino case
this bound is improved by
√
5 10−2/(3 10−4) ≃ 13, as
compared to | cχ fbV | <∼ 6 10−2 [4] derived from the 5%
CLEO limit on Binv.
It may be compared with the similar limit for the vec-
tor coupling of c,
| cχ fcV | < .95 10−2 , (49)
still approximately valid for mU and 2mχ smaller than
≃ mψ/2, deduced (cf. (43)) from the recent BES II limit
on invisible ψ decays, B(ψ → χχ) < 7.2 10−4 [4, 10],
which should be improved soon at BES III [25].
With the kinematic factors reestablished as in (46),
these limits read, in the Majorana case,
| cχ fbV | < 5 10−3
∣∣∣∣ 1− m 2Um 2Υ
∣∣∣∣
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2Υ
)−3/4
, (50)
and similarly for (49). They disappear if mχ approaches
mΥ/2 (or mψ/2), and get stronger if mU approaches
mΥ (or mψ) as the cross sections get enhanced from the
U propagator effect.
The limits (48,49), multiplied or divided by
√
2 ow-
ing to (44), apply to non-self-conjugate spin-0 or 1
2
dark
matter particles:{ | cϕ fbV | < 7 10−3 : spin-0,
| cχ fbV | < 3.5 10−3 : spin- 12 Dirac;{ | cϕ fcV | < 1.4 10−2 : spin-0,
| cχ fcV | < 7 10−3 : spin- 12 Dirac.
(51)
The effects of mU , mχ are taken into account by rein-
troducing
∣∣∣ 1− m 2Um 2
Υ
∣∣∣ β−3/2 as in (50), or ∣∣∣ 1− m 2Um 2
Υ
∣∣∣
(3
2
β− 1
2
β3)−1/2 for a vectorially-coupled Dirac particle.
V. COMPATIBILITY WITH
RELIC ABUNDANCE REQUIREMENTS.
How do the new limits (48-51) on |cχ fbV | , |cχ fcV |,
etc., compare with the requirement that LDM particles
must have sufficiently large annihilation cross sections at
freeze-out time, for the correct relic abundance ? The
cross section for (P -wave) annihilation of Majorana par-
ticles, χχ→ e+e−, may be written as [12]
σann vrel ≃
v 2χ
.16
(
cχ fe
10−6
)2 (
mχ × 1.8 MeV
m 2U − 4m 2χ
)2
(4 pb)
(52)
8e+
e−
χ
χ
U
FIG. 7: Dark matter annihilation into e+e− induced by the U
boson [11–13]. This process should be stronger than for weak
interactions, for a correct relic density of light dark matter.
disregarding me for simplicity. cχ/2 is the axial U cou-
pling to χ, feV and feA the vector and axial couplings to
the electron, with f 2e = f
2
eV + f
2
eA. Similar expressions
apply to the P -wave annihilations of non-self-conjugate
spin-0 particles, or spin- 1
2
Dirac ones axially coupled to
U . The annihilation cross section of spin- 1
2
Dirac parti-
cles with a vector coupling to U , however, can proceed
through S-wave and no longer involves the v 2χ factor.
The thermally-averaged total annihilation cross section
at freeze-out time should be < σann vrel(χχ→ f f¯) > ≈
4 - 5 pb, for a Majorana χ lighter than ≈ 1 GeV with
P -wave annihilation. It corresponds to a cross section
into e+e− ≈ 4 - 5 pb times the annihilation branching
fraction Beeann. This requires [12] [32]:
| cχ fe | ≃ (Beeann)
1
2 10−3
|m 2U − 4m 2χ|
mχ (1.8 GeV)
.
(53)
This is compatible with the constraint (48,50) from
invisible Υ decays, for similar values of fbV and
fe, provided mU is not too large compared to√
2mχ × 1 GeV. This also shows that a light U is es-
pecially required for the smaller values of mχ, down to
MeV scale.
For example with mU = 10 MeV and mχ ≃ 4 (or 6)
MeV as considered in [12, 13], (53) would give
| cχ fe | ≈ 3 10−6 , (54)
depending on Beeann (here taken ≈ 40 %). For a heavier
U we may get larger couplings, e.g.
up to | cχ fe | ≃ 10
−2
2mχ (MeV)
for mU = 100 MeV
(55)
(with Beeann ≃ 1). These values [13] are generally smaller
than the new 5 10−3 upper limit (48) on | cχ fbV |.
VI. ESTIMATING ψ AND Υ INVISIBLE
DECAYS FROM DARK MATTER
ANNIHILATION CROSS SECTIONS ?
What about attempting to estimate the Υ invisi-
ble branching fraction into dark matter particles in a
model-independent way from the dark matter annihila-
tion cross section, with approximate expectations pre-
dicted ≃ .41 % or .6 %, or ∼ 1.8 10−3 for P -wave
annihilation [8, 9, 26, 27] ? As we saw in the previous
Sections, one cannot establish such predictions without
taking into account, more specifically, essential features
of these processes. In fact we are dealing, not simply
with b b¯ → χχ and the inverse reaction χχ → b b¯, but
with different reactions, and at different energies:{
b b¯ → χχ at √s = mΥ ,
χ χ → l l¯ , q q¯ (q 6= b) at a lower √s ≃ 2mχ .
(56)
Furthermore a U axially coupled to quarks would not
contribute to invisible ψ and Υ decays,
B(ψ → χχ) = B(Υ→ χχ) = 0 , (57)
while still inducing the desired dark matter annihilations
into lighter quarks or leptons, in the early Universe. Di-
rect spin-0 exchanges also do not contribute to these in-
visible ψ and Υ decays. For spin-0 LDM particles ϕ in-
teracting non-chirally though heavy-fermion exchanges,
annihilation cross sections are ∝ 1/m 2bM [11, 12] but
B(Υ → ϕϕ¯) vanishes at this order [4]. This branching
fraction, ∝ (|λbL|2 + |λbR|2)2/m 4bM as we saw in Sec. III,
cannot be expressed proportionally to annihilation cross
sections for χχ→ f f¯ , ∝ |λ ∗fRλfL|2/m 2bM ...
It is thus essential to take into account the nature of
the underlying process responsible for invisible decays
and LDM annihilations, U exchanges or possible heavy-
fermion exchanges, ... , and treat correctly the fact that
they occur at different energies, with in general energy-
dependent cross sections.
Let us now concentrate on U -induced reactions. Re-
lations between Binv(Υ) (or ψ) and annihilation cross
sections are implicit from the comparison between the
upper limit (50) on |cχ fbV | from Binv(Υ), and the value
(53) of |cχ fe| required for the correct relic density. Tak-
ing | cχ fbV | ≈ | cχ fe | as seems natural in the absence
of more specific informations on the nature of the cou-
plings, we can write the invisible branching fraction (38)
proportionally to the annihilation cross section at freeze-
out time,
B (Υ→ χχ) ∝ (cχ fbV )2
(
m 2Υ
m 2Υ −m 2U
)2
∝ m
2
Υ
4m 2χ
(
4m 2χ −m 2U
m 2Υ −m 2U
)2
... < σ v >FO
∝

m 2Υ
4m 2χ
( ... ) for large mU >∼ 2mΥ ,
m 4U
4m 2χ m
2
Υ
( ... ) for 4mχ <∼ mU <∼ mΥ/2 ,
(58)
where the ... include the extra factor (fbV /fe)
2 Beeann .
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2
χ) for a heavy U originates from
production and annihilation cross sections growing with
energy ∝ s, from √s ≃ 2mχ to mΥ, just as for or-
dinary weak interactions. A stronger-than-weak anni-
hilation cross section at 2mχ, into e
+e− for example,
corresponds to an effective Fermi-like coupling G′ larger
than GF , that would then lead to stronger-than-weak
processes at higher energies, e.g. in e+e− → γ χχ,
which have not been observed [3]. Additional constraints
are obtained from lepton anomalous magnetic moments,
neutrino scatterings, parity-violation effects in atomic
physics, ... [13].
The amplitudes corresponding to the exchanges of a
light U , on the other hand, change behavior and start de-
creasing at energies (or momentum transfer) larger than
≈ mU . Above this value the Fermi-like couplings G′, rel-
evant in the local limit approximation corresponding to
a heavy U , have to be replaced by
G′ → G′ m
2
U
m2U − q2
≃ G′ m
2
U
−q2 ≪ G
′ for a light U .
(59)
This mechanism was proposed to make the neutral cur-
rent effects associated with the exchanges of a new neu-
tral gauge boson sufficiently small, when this one is light
compared to the energies (or momentum transfer) con-
sidered [5].
For a U somewhat lighter than Υ, the Υ invisible frac-
tion gets indeed inhibited as shown by (58,59), so that
B(Υ→ χχ) ∝ (cχfbV )2 ≈ (cχfe)2... ∝
(m 2U − 4m 2χ)2
4m 2χm
2
Υ
... .
(60)
where the last ... include the factor (fbV /fe)
2 Beeann .
This reflects again that U -induced cross sections grow
like s from ≃ 4m 2χ but now only up to ≈ m 2U , then
decrease like 1/s between m 2U and m
2
Υ, leading to a
smaller result for the invisible branching fraction. The
lighter the U (within the limits indicated as compared
to 2mχ), the easier it is to satisfy strong bounds from
invisible Υ and ψ decays, in particular.
This illustrates that there is no general way to predict
the invisible Υ→ χχ branching fraction simply from the
annihilation cross section of light dark matter particles
at freeze-out time.
VII. NON-PERTURBATIVE EFFECTS.
These results could be affected by non-perturbative ex-
changes of light U bosons, although this is not the situ-
ation we generally have in mind, as we would prefer the
theory to remain perturbative [13]. For relatively large
values of the U coupling to dark matter particles (naively
for αχ= c
2
χ/4π >∼ 1, or similarly for αϕ), potentially large
non-perturbative effects may have to be considered. One
could get an enhancement of the Υ→ χχ branching frac-
tion from U -mediated χχ interactions in the final state,
especially if 2mχ or 2mϕ is relatively close to mΥ, or
one should consider U -radiative decays like Υ → χχU
(cf. Figs. 8 and 9).
Υ


χ
χ
b
b¯
U
U


invisible
FIG. 8: Radiative correction to Υ → χχ, from U-mediated
χχ interactions in the final state.
Υ


χ
χ
b
b¯
U
U


invisible
FIG. 9: Radiative correction to Υ → χχ, with emission of a
light U in the final state.
For a spin- 1
2
dark matter particle one has to take into
account that a U lighter than χ could effectively behave
as an almost equivalent pseudoscalar a, with an effective
coupling to χ
cχ p = cχ
2mχ
mU
, (61)
leading to an enhanced effective coupling αχ p = αχ
(4m2χ/m
2
U ) [33] [5, 20]. The relative correction to the
Υ → χχ amplitude (Fig. 8) or relative branching ratio
into Uχχ (Fig. 9) are then proportional to
1
π
αχ p =
1
π
αχ
4m2χ
m2U
=
c2χ
π2
m2χ
m2U
, (62)
which tells us if we are in the non-perturbative regime or
not. But mU < mχ, or cχmχ, does not correspond to
the situations we usually have in mind [13], andmU <mχ
would also lead to significant dark matter annihilations
into UU rather than e+e−, which may be disfavored [28].
Non-perturbative effects could also affect annihilation
cross sections, possibly leading to a Sommerfeld-type
factor [29] enhancing annihilation cross sections of low-
velocity dark matter particles. Exchanges of light U ’s
between spin- 1
2
dark matter particles would lead in the
low-mass limit, in place of the usual Coulomb or Yukawa
interactions, to a long-ranged spin-spin interaction
c 2χ
~σ1.~σ2 − 3 ~σ1.rˆ ~σ2.rˆ
4 πm 2U r
3
, (63)
as for ordinary fermions with axial couplings to the U [24,
30]. The potential is the same as for the exchange of a
quasimassless pseudoscalar a with an effective coupling
given by (61) so that c2χ/(4πm
2
U ) = c
2
χ p/(16πm
2
χ) . But
such effects are not expected to be essential at freeze-out
time, at least for moderate values of the coupling, as light
dark matter velocities, v ≈ .4 c, are not small.
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Should such an enhancement factor be present for the
annihilation cross section, (53) would be turned into an
inequality, |cχ fe| < ... , and similarly for the expression
of B(Υ→ χχ) as written in (60). The discussion further
illustrates that there is no general way to predict the
invisible Υ → χχ branching fraction simply from the
annihilation cross section of light dark matter at freeze-
out time.
VIII. CONCLUSION.
Searching for invisible ψ and Υ decays has long been
identified and used as a way to search for new light parti-
cles, especially if they are more strongly coupled to stan-
dard model ones than through weak interactions. In-
visible branching fractions into neutrinos in the SM and
neutralinos in the (N/n)MSSM, however, are well below
present experimental limits, even if light spin-0 particles
are directly coupled to both quarks and neutralinos.
Exchanges of a new heavy quark bM or cM also lead to
small invisible branching fractions into scalar dark mat-
ter, unless the bM or cM quarks are only moderately
heavy, and the corresponding Yukawa couplings to scalar
dark matter rather large.
Exchanges of a light spin-1 U boson associated with a
new gauge interaction, with a vector coupling to quarks,
may induce invisible decays of ψ and Υ into light dark
matter particles at a significant rate, or, conversely, at a
very small rate, with U exchanges responsible for suffi-
cient dark matter annihilations in the early Universe.
The new limit on invisible Υ decays constrain the
U couplings to dark matter and b quarks to satisfy
| cχ fbV | < 5 10−3, for 2mχ smaller than a few GeV’s.
This may be compared with | cχ fcV | < 9.5 10−3 from
BES II (expected to get significantly improved at BES
III). Small values of mχ of a few MeV’s, and mU of less
than a few hundred MeV’s, in fact, may well be preferred.
The radiative decays ψ or Υ → γ χχ , or γ ϕ ϕ¯ ,
may be induced by the axial couplings of the U to
the c and b quarks, with amplitudes proportional to
cχfcA e or cχfbA e. If they can be sufficiently well con-
strained although the emitted photon is not monochro-
matic, they may lead to interesting limits on cχ fcA or
cχ fbA, especially for larger cχ, as fcA and fbA are al-
ready constrained from ψ or Υ → γ U . These decays
may also be sensitive to heavy-quark exchanges, for scalar
dark matter.
Even if standard decay modes into neutrinos are not
reachable yet, searches for invisible meson decays give
useful informations on the U boson and its couplings,
contributing to shed light on the nature of dark matter
and on the dark force through which it interacts with
ordinary particles.
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